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Friday, 25 June 2021, Kuching – Towards aspirations for project excellence, Maltimur is leaving no stone unturned to 
ensure the health and safety of staff and the public as construction of the Kuching Urban Transportation System (“KUTS”) 
project gets underway in and around Kuching city. With much of KUTS taking shape along ‘live’ roads and urban 
housing areas, it is of utmost importance that the project promotes a high standard for safety and health.

Starting off on the right footing, Maltimur and Opus as Project Management Consultants for the KUTS project, are 
conducting a series of Health, Safety, Environment, and Training ("HSET") Induction sessions for all personnel involved. The 
induction is mandatory, and conducted remotely during these COVID-19 times. Sessions are limited to 30 participants 
at a time. Conducting the induction are Abdul Rahman Kadir (from Maltimur) and Abu Suhaime Mohd Ali (from OPUS).
 
Various topics are covered. Core Health, Safety and Environment concepts. An introduction to the Safety Passport 
Scheme. Requirements of the Construction Industry Development Board (CIDB) Green Card registration and an 
understanding of on-site essentials such as availability of First-aiders. Awareness of on-site dangers, reducing the 
possibility of injury and damage, and creating a culture of concern for safety and health. Responsibilities of employers 
and employees. Reducing dangers, and reducing risks. And more….

The Induction programme also included workplace COVID-19 preventive measures. 3Ws (Wear a mask, Wash your 
hands, Watch your distance). 3Cs (Crowded Places, Confined Places, Close Conversations). Definition of close 
contacts. And more….

For Abdul Rahman, Health, Safety, Environment, and Training awareness is important because “it saves lives and is the 
right thing to do legally and morally.” Verily, the difference between safety and catastrophe is awareness.

If you would like to join the HSET Induction programme, you still have a chance – next Monday, 28 June 2021. Register 
via the link accompanying today’s MConnects.

Together we can play a part towards ensuring our workplace remains accident-free and safe!
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